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Abstract

Cancer immunology has recently made major therapeutic inroads that represent clinical application of basic insights into mechanisms that govern immunity against tumors. Research into fundamental elements of T-cell and natural killer–cell biology, including the basis of antigen recognition, activation, proliferation, and survival, has informed the design of new therapeutic approaches to augment the body's natural anticancer immune response. Here, we describe some of the key steps that have provided the foundation for current strategies of immunotherapy. Cancer Immunol Res; 2(10); 926–36. ©2014 AACR.
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Learning Objectives

Research on the fundamental elements of immunity has informed the design of new therapeutic approaches leading to the recent success of cancer immunotherapy. One of the proposed mechanisms of checkpoint immunotherapy is to awaken the immune system. Upon completion of this activity, the participant should gain a basic knowledge of the key elements of lymphocyte biology that govern host immunity against tumors.
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Introduction

The idea that the immune system, designed primarily to protect the body from invading pathogens, might also detect and destroy transformed cells implies that defects in immunity might result in an increased incidence of tumors (1, 2). Although early experiments failed to demonstrate increased tumor incidence in mutant nu/nu mice that harbored severe, but incomplete defects in T-cell development (3, 4), more stringent testing of this hypothesis using improved mouse models, including Rag\textsuperscript{2\textminus/\textminus}, αβ T cell\textsuperscript{2\textminus/\textminus}, Prf1\textsuperscript{2\textminus/\textminus}, and IFN\textgamma\textsuperscript{2\textminus/\textminus} mice, supported the immunosurveillance hypothesis (5–9).

One assumption of the immunosurveillance hypothesis was that cancer cells might be qualitatively different from normal cells and recognized by T cells as foreign. This concept received support from the molecular definition of T-cell antigens as MHC–peptide complexes and observations that expression of T-cell antigen by tumor cells was enhanced by oncogenic mutations (10, 11). These findings led to a renewed focus on the potential impact of T-cell responses on tumor growth and the ability of T-cell subsets to mount protective antitumor responses. These efforts were accelerated by a series of hallmark studies that documented a strong predictive correlation between the intensity and type of effector T-cell infiltration into tumors with subsequent tumor progression and clinical outcome (12–14).

Major advances in defining the T-cell response to tumor antigens also came from increased understanding of signaling pathways that regulate T-cell activation, expansion, and differentiation. Engagement of the T-cell receptor (TCR) by MHC–peptide ligands transmitted a signal ("signal one") that was shown to be insufficient to promote an effective T-cell response. T-cell recognition is further refined by the engagement of CD4 and CD8 coreceptors expressed by the two major T-cell lineages. Interaction between the CD4 coreceptor expressed by T-helper cells and class II MHC expressed by macrophages, dendritic cells
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(DC), and B cells facilitated inflammatory and antibody responses to extracellular pathogens. On the other hand, interactions between the CD8 coreceptor expressed by CD8 cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) favored recognition and elimination of intracellular parasites, including viruses, after infection of class I MHC+ cells. However, coreceptor-dependent enhancement of TCR responses was not sufficient to provoke full T-cell activation. Integration of a complex set of signals delivered by costimulatory and coinhibitory receptors expressed by T cells is essential for robust and appropriate T-cell responses.

So far, this description of the T-cell response fits the clonal selection mechanism of recognition and response to microbial invasion envisioned by Talmage (15) and Burnet (16). According to this model, T-cell responses depend on the expansion of receptor-bearing clones as modulated by signals transduced from coreceptor and costimulatory receptors. According to this view, "tolerance is wholly a matter of the absence of the immunocyte" (15, 16). However, the discovery of the contribution of regulatory T cells (Treg) to tolerance has forced a major revision of the clonal selection theory and its application to immunotherapy. Current therapeutic approaches to cancer immunotherapy have begun to incorporate advances in our understanding of signaling pathways that control activation and expansion of both effector T cells (Teff) and Treg. Here, we outline the seminal advances that have informed new and effective strategies to cancer immunotherapy.

**T-cell Activation**

Each T cell expresses a unique TCR that can recognize a specific antigen in the context of specific MHC. Although engagement of the TCR by peptide-bound MHC (pMHC) at a relatively high affinity is essential for triggering T-cell signaling cascades (signal one), the nature of the T-cell response is determined by the sum of integrated signals. Termed signals two and three—which originate from receptors that are differentially expressed by T cells under diverse immunologic conditions (Fig. 1).
Signal One

Effector T cells

Recognition of antigen by T cells had been convincingly documented (17–20) a decade before the genes that encode the TCR were identified. Successful TCR gene cloning depended on several critical experimental assumptions about somatic gene rearrangement in thymocytes and T cells (potentially similar to receptor rearrangement in B cells), leading to the isolation of T-cell–specific cDNA clones that specified proteins containing variable (V), diversity (D), joining (J), and constant (C) regions that were homologous to immunoglobulin (Ig) chains (21, 22). Antigen recognition, TCR assembly, and the structural features of the TCR–pMHC interaction indicated two distinct TCR types, αβ and γδ, with specificity for antigens carried by the V regions, similar to Ig (23). Studies of VDJ rearrangement mechanisms of the β and δ TCR chains, and V and J elements of the α and γ TCR chains indicated that they were sufficient to generate a very large TCR repertoire (23, 24). Although the genetic and structural diversity of TCRs is similar to that of B-cell receptors, they exhibit substantially lower binding affinity for their ligands than do antibodies. This reflects, in part, a lack of somatic hypermutation/selection of TCR genes and thymic deletion of T cells that express high-affinity TCRs for self-MHC–peptide complexes that include some tumor-associated antigens (25–28).

T-cell ligands

The earliest definition of antigens came from studies of antibody responses that characterized them as mainly foreign proteins. Studies of the T-cell response revealed that, rather than proteins, T-cell antigens represented the now-familiar complex of MHC molecules and peptides (foreign or self). This core insight into T-cell recognition of antigen came from a decades-long search for genes that might control T-cell immune responses. George Snell (29) described murine genes that controlled expression of cell-surface antigens termed H antigens (for histocompatibility) responsible for tissue compatibility in transplantation. The significance of H antigens as genetically determined surface structures that regulated immune responses in addition to transplantation came from studies by Benacerraf and McDevitt (30), which identified a single autosomal-dominant genetic locus that controlled the response of immune cells to polypeptide antigens and regulated the interaction between macrophages and T cells that promoted T-cell activation (31). Ia (I region-associated) antigens, discovered by Unanue and colleagues (32) and Klein and colleagues (33), were considered the best candidate molecules responsible for this interaction. These seminal findings initiated several lines of investigation that led to the demonstration of pMHC–TCR interactions in multiple T-cell responses and a molecular definition of the ligand formed by MHC and peptide complexes recognized by T cells (34–40).

CD4 and CD8 coreceptors

T cells are equipped with receptors (TCR) that directly recognize peptide–MHC complexes as well as additional coreceptor molecules that increase the sensitivity of antigen recognition by the TCR. CD4 and CD8 molecules are expressed by distinct lineages of T lymphocytes that are genetically programmed to express helper function and class II restriction, or cytotoxic activity and class I restriction, respectively (41–43). The CD8 and CD4 cell-surface glycoproteins bind to the same individual MHC molecule as the TCR with different kinetics, ensuring that recognition is dominated by the TCR and secondarily enhanced by the coreceptors. The CD8 coreceptor interacts with a nonpolymorphic region of the MHC class I α3 domain on antigen-presenting cells (APC) and are expressed as disulfide-linked heterodimers (44). The CD4 coreceptor expressed by T-helper cells interacts with extremely low affinity with MHC class II binding (45), mainly during the early phase of TCR–MHC interactions, and functions as an early catalyst rather than providing stable support for the TCR–MHC interaction (46, 47). Although CD4-deficient mice can develop normal CD8+ CTLs, T-helper cell activity is dramatically reduced (48). Conversely, CD8 T cells do not develop in CD8α-deficient mice, which display defective cytotoxic but normal CD4 T-helper function (49). The critical contribution of coreceptors to the sensitivity of TCR recognition of pMHC comes from studies showing that coreceptor expression dramatically enhances the sensitivity of TCR-based detection of peptide ligands (50).

TCR and Treg

T cells that express autoreactive TCRs may either undergo apoptosis or successfully differentiate into Treg in the thymus, based in part on the nature of TCR ligation by self-peptide–MHC complexes. TCR repertoire expressed by conventional T cells (Tcon) and Treg are distinct, with a small overlap with a higher proportion of self-reactive cells within the Treg pool (51, 52). Most studies support the idea that Treg development requires an interaction with self-antigens with a binding avidity that is intermediate between that required for the positive and negative selection of conventional MHC class II–restricted CD4 T cells (53). The decision between clonal deletion and Treg differentiation also depends on additional factors, including costimulation and cytokines, discussed below.

Signal Two

Costimulatory signals and T-effector cells

Engagement of TCR and coreceptor with pMHC on APC is not sufficient for complete T-cell activation. Optimal T-cell expansion and acquisition of effector function require signals transduced by surface molecules termed costimulatory receptors (Fig. 1). The requirement of a second signal for T-cell activation was initially suggested from an analysis of the allograft response that donor hematopoietic cells provided an essential signal for robust responses to grafted tissues (54, 55). After the description of MHC restriction by Zinkernagel and Doherty, the model was refined to include ligation of the TCR by pMHC as signal one and an APC-dependent inductive stimulus or signal two for full T-cell activation (56). Observations such as the failure of T cells to respond to
antigens expressed by chemically fixed APC unless viable splenocytes as APCs were provided (54, 57) implied that full T-cell activation depended on stimulatory signals provided by accessory cells. These findings suggested that T-cell responses might be inhibited by independently targeting costimulatory signals without knowing the exact nature of the antigen.

CD28: a prototypic costimulatory receptor

CD28 is the best-characterized T-cell costimulatory molecule, first identified in the early 1980s as a T-cell surface receptor that enhanced TCR-induced proliferation and differentiation (58–60). These features suggested that CD28 might transduce signal two postulated by the two-signal hypothesis of lymphocyte activation.

The CD28 receptor, expressed by most T cells, homodimerizes via disulfide bonds between cysteine residues contained in the transmembrane regions (60). CD28 plays an essential role in T-cell activation and differentiation: TCR engagement in the absence of CD28 ligation results in either apoptosis or anergy characterized by impaired IL2 production and proliferation upon stimulation (61). Quantitative analysis of T-cell activation also suggested that the response of T-cell clones depends on a threshold number of ligated TCRs, which decreases substantially after provision of a costimulatory signal by professional APCs (62). This CD28-dependent reduction of threshold for T-cell activation reflects the formation of immunologic synapses that promote a lipid-associated increase in the local concentration of enzymes and adaptor molecules at the site of interaction between T cells and APCs (63).

CD28 expression by Treg

In addition to its role as the primary costimulatory molecule for activation of T-effector cells, CD28 is essential for thymic development and peripheral homeostasis of FoxP3+ CD4 Treg (64, 65). Selective deletion of CD28 expression in FoxP3+ CD4 Treg resulted in systemic autoimmunity (66), whereas expansion of CD4 Treg with a superagonist anti-CD28 (CD28SSA) antibody inhibited autoimmune disease (67–69). Although an initial clinical trial of i.v.-administered human CD28SSA, TGN1412, provoked a life-threatening cytokine storm response (70), differential control of Treg and Tcon may be possible using much lower doses of CD28SSA (71). These findings suggest that CD4 Treg may require weaker costimulatory CD28 signals than conventional T-effector cells due to their intrinsic self-reactivity, opening the possibility of potential therapeutic benefit.

CTLA-4: a prototypic coinhibitory receptor

A screen of mouse cytolytic T-cell–derived cDNA libraries identified a gene called CTLA-4, which displayed a single V-like domain and a marked homology to CD28 (72). The proximity of the CTLA-4 gene to the CD28 locus suggested that they might represent products of gene duplication and mediate similar costimulatory activity (73, 74).

A key step in understanding CD28 and CTLA-4 came from cloning of the CD28 ligand, B7.1 (termed B7 at that time), from human B-cell libraries (75, 76). An analysis of B7-deficient mice revealed a partial defect in the immune response, and equivalent binding of B7+ and B7− activated B cells to CTLA-4-Ig, suggesting additional ligands for CTLA-4. Further studies led to the identification of B7.2 as an alternative ligand for CD28 and CTLA-4 (76, 77). Binding of CTLA-4 to B7 ligands inhibited T-cell proliferation and T-cell–dependent Ig responses (78, 79). Direct evidence that CTLA-4 and CD28 did not represent alternative costimulatory receptors came from findings that B7+ APCs enhanced the response of CD28+ but not CD28− T cells, i.e., CD28 represented the primary costimulatory receptor for B7-dependent T-cell costimulation (80). The inhibitory effects of CTLA-4 came from analyses of CTLA-4−deficient mice generated independently in 1995 (81, 82). These studies revealed that CTLA-4−deficient T cells were polyclonally activated and rapidly developed a severe and systemic autoimmune phenotype (81, 82). These findings established a functional asymmetry between the stimulatory CD28 coreceptor and the inhibitory CTLA-4 coreceptor (81). Cross-linking of CTLA-4 inhibited TCR/CD28-dependent T-cell activation (83), whereas experiments that varied the concentration of anti-CD28 and anti–CTLA-4 suggested that integration of signals from the CD28/CTLA-4 receptors regulated the TCR response (79). These and other observations suggested that levels of T-cell activation reflected a complex integration of signals from CD28 and CTLA-4, which in turn reflected the relative levels of B7.1 and B7.2 expressed by APCs (84–86).

These findings also suggested that CTLA-4 blockade might decrease coinhibitory signals, resulting in enhanced T-cell responses to microbial and tumor antigens. Treatment with anti–CTLA-4 Abs accelerated rejection of both B7−positive and B7−negative colon tumors, and enhanced antitumor responses upon subsequent challenge with B7− colon carcinoma cells (87). Enhanced responses to B7+ tumors after anti–CTLA-4 Ab treatment reflected an interaction with CTLA-4+ tumor-infiltrating immune cells, including Teff cells. Treg, and possibly APCs. The efficacy of anti–CTLA-4 Ab treatment was initially attributed to the blockade of inhibitory signaling by CTLA-4+ Teff cells (88–90). More recent studies of the mechanism of anti–CTLA-4 therapy have suggested that FcγR-dependent elimination of CTLA-4hi tumor-infiltrating Treg by macrophages (rather than blockade) is the dominant mechanism that underpins the antitumor activity of CTLA-4 antibody treatment (91, 92).

Expression of CTLA-4 by CD4+ Treg

In contrast to T-effector cells, which require activation to upregulate CTLA-4, FoxP3+ CD4 Treg constitutively express CTLA-4 (93, 94). In addition to functioning as a coinhibitory receptor on activated T cells, CTLA-4 contributes to immune suppression through its expression by CD4 Treg. The contribution of CTLA-4 to inhibitory activity of naturally occurring Treg (nTreg) came from findings that mice harboring CD4 Treg deficient in CTLA-4 secondary to FoxP3-Cre–mediated deletion developed a T-cell–mediated autoimmune disease, and increased antitumor immunity, that was associated with impaired CD4 Treg–suppressive activity (95, 96).
Treatment with anti-CTLA-4 Ab (ipilimumab) in the context of tumor immunotherapy may thus have several effects that include derepression of Teff cells as well as reduction of CD4 Treg–dependent immune suppression. Recent studies indicated that, although anti–CTLA-4 treatment results in an increase of Teff and Treg numbers in lymph nodes, this treatment promotes depletion of intratumoral Treg via antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC), resulting in an increase in the Teff:Treg ratio (91, 92, 97). Selective elimination of intratumoral Treg may depend in part on the upregulation of CTLA-4 expression by Treg within the tumor microenvironment, as well as the action of myeloid cells that express high levels of ADCC competent FcγRs (91). These findings suggest that relative expression levels of CTLA-4 by Teff versus Treg, intratumoral levels of Treg, and expression of FcγR by myeloid cells as well as anti–CTLA-4 antibody isotype may determine the net efficacy of immunomodulatory therapy.

Signal Three

**Inflammatory cytokine receptors and PD-1**

A requirement for a third class of signals for optimal T-cell activation came from studies that suggested that inflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL1 for CD4 cells; IL12 and IFNα/β for CD8 cells) were essential for optimal acute T-cell responses (98, 99). However, chronic and prolonged inflammatory stimuli frequently resulted in T-cell nonresponsiveness. Studies of the PD-1 receptor have begun to clarify the mechanism that underlies this form of unresponsiveness. Chronic viral infections that promote early T-cell activation followed by attenuated T-cell responses may reflect type-1 IFN-dependent upregulation of PD-1 expression by antigen-specific T cells (100–102), whereas antibody-dependent blockade of the PD-1–PD-L1 inhibitory pathway can restore antiviral T-cell responses (102, 103; Fig. 1).

The PD-1 receptor was cloned in 1992 from T-cell hybridomas that underwent programmed cell death (104). The PD-1 receptor is expressed by T, B, and natural killer (NK) cells; but its biologic activity has been studied mainly in connection with T cells. Unlike CTLA-4 and other members of the CD28 family, PD-1 lacks a membrane-proximal cysteine residue required for homodimerization and is expressed as a surface monomer (105–107). In contrast to the inhibitory CTLA-4 receptor, which is continuously endocytosed through its association with the adaptor complex AP-2, PD-1 is stably expressed on the cell surface (108) and delivers a negative signal that depends on tyrosine-based inhibitory motifs found in the PD-1 cytoplasmic domain.

The contribution of PD-1 to self-tolerance was initially apparent from the phenotype of PD-1–deficient mice (109). The interaction of PD-1 expressed by T cells with PD-1 ligands expressed by APCs delivered a negative signal (109, 110), and PD-1–deficient CD8 cells displayed augmented activation and proliferation (109). The high degree of homology between PD-1 and CTLA-4 extracellular domains suggested B7-like molecules as likely candidate ligands. Indeed, an interaction between PD-1 and B7-H1 (now PD-L1) and B7-DC (now PD-L2) inhibits TCR-dependent proliferation and cytokine production (111–114). PD-L1 is broadly expressed by hematopoietic cells and nonhematopoietic cells, whereas expression of PD-L2 is restricted to hematopoietic cells, suggesting a potentially broad inhibitory impact of the PD-1–PD-L1 interaction on effector T-cell responses in many tissues (115).

More complicated interactions of B7–CD28 family members were predicted when it was discovered that B7.1 bound to PD-L1 and interacted with each other to inhibit T-cell activation (116) and may explain the greater effect of anti–PD-L1 (dual specific) blockade compared with anti–PD-1 or anti–PD-L2 blockade in mouse models of colitis and chronic viral infection (102, 117). Possibly, PD-1 ligands have evolved to engage in multiple binding interactions in addition to binding to their canonical receptor, PD-1. A recent study by the Freeman group revealed that a PD-L2 interaction with the repulsive guidance molecule b expressed in the nervous system and in macrophages may regulate respiratory tolerance in the lung and adds a layer of complexity to the molecular interactions of this inhibitory family and to therapeutic PD-1–based strategies (118).

Although PD-1–deficient mice develop a spectrum of autoimmune diseases, PD-1–deficient mice display no obvious phenotype unless challenged with an infection or crossed onto an autoimmune-prone background (119). Findings that PD-1–deficient and PD-L1–deficient mice display a less severe phenotype than CTLA-4–deficient mice suggest a potential advantage for PD-1–based therapy in terms of side effects. This has so far been the case with fewer severe immune-related adverse events (IRAE) associated with anti–PD-1 Ab treatment compared with anti–CTLA-4 Ab treatment, although the overall incidence of IRAEs is similar.

**PD-1 expression by Treg**

PD-1 is expressed at high levels on both Treg and activated Tefs. Signaling through PD-1 promotes the development of induced Treg (120–122), whereas PD-L1–deficient APCs fail to efficiently convert naïve CD4 T cells into in vitro–induced Treg (iTreg), and PD-L1−/−PD-L2−/−Rag2−/− hosts reconstituted with naïve CD4 T cells rapidly develop a fatal inflammatory disorder associated with reduced peripherally derived Treg (pTreg) conversion (121). The PD-1–PD-L1 interaction also contributes to T follicular regulatory (Tfr) cell function, because PD-1−/− mice display increased T follicular helper (Tfh) cells and an enhanced suppressive activity on antibody production (123). Because Tfr cells develop from thymus-derived Treg (tTreg), these studies suggest that PD-1 signaling may have distinct effects on the differentiation of induced and thymus-derived CD4 Treg.

**PD-1 inhibitory mechanisms**

Ligation of both CTLA-4 and PD-1 inhibits CD3/CD28–mediated upregulation of glucose metabolism and Akt activity and limits T-cell activation. This common outcome is achieved by distinct signaling mechanisms. CTLA-4 overrides costimulation by CD28 by virtue of its higher affinity to B7, and conversion to inhibitory pathways associated with SHP-2, PP2A, and AP-2; whereas PD-1 inactivates ZAP70, a major integrator of TCR-mediated signaling (124–127).
These nonoverlapping inhibitory pathways are consistent with an additive and synergistic inhibition of T-cell activation after blockade by both CTLA-4–B7 and PD-1–PD-L interactions and are consistent with preclinical studies suggesting that combined CTLA-4 and PD-1 blockade is more effective than single blockade in promoting rejection of B16 melanomas (128; Fig. 1).

**Tumors**

Expression of PD-L1 by human cancers, including lung, ovary, colon carcinomas, and melanoma, is associated with apoptosis of tumor-reactive T cells, inhibition of T-cell activation, and reduced antitumor immune responses (129, 130). The mechanistic basis of PD-L1 expression by tumor cells is not well understood. Posttranscriptional expression of PD-L1 by human gliomas is increased after oncogenic mutation (e.g., loss of PTEN) and activation of the PI3K pathway, suggesting a tumor cell–intrinsic mechanism of immunoresistance and immune escape (131). Similarly, nucleophosmin/anaplastic lymphoma kinase oncoprotein was shown to induce PD-L1 expression via STAT3 enhancement in T-cell lymphomas (132). A recent analysis of membranous PD-L1 expression by melanoma cells and tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) has suggested a significant correlation between TILs and IFNγ production with PD-L1 expression by tumor cells (133) and provided a rationale for blockade of the PD-1–PD-L1 interaction to enhance endogenous T-cell responses to tumors.

**Perspectives**

The hypothesis that the immune system might control tumor growth was put forward 60 years ago. The nature of T-cell antigens was defined 40 years ago. The TCR was cloned 30 years ago, and cellular mechanisms that regulate TCR-based activation have been extensively studied over the past three decades. Definitions of pathways that regulate T-cell activation, expansion, and survival have provided molecular targets to enhance T-cell responses or block immune inhibitory mechanisms. Recent clinical success of checkpoint blockade exemplifies the translational potential of these approaches.

**Combination immunotherapy**

A large number of inhibitory receptors that regulate T-cell responses have been identified, including LAG3, 2B4, BTLA (B- and T-lymphocyte attenuator), IL10R, TIM3 (T-cell immunoglobulin and mucin 3), and NKG2A, and this list continues to grow. Preclinical and clinical testing of targeting of some of these inhibitory pathways in combination with CTLA-4 or PD-1 blockade are in progress, and some studies showing promising results (134–136). Profiling of dominant inhibitory receptors expressed by different tumor types may be required to identify the most appropriate inhibitory surface receptors to target. For example, anti-LAG3/anti-PD-1–combined immunotherapy effectively clears established fibrosarcoma (Sa1N) and adenocarcinoma (MC38), but not B16 melanoma, which may reflect lower expression of LAG3/PD-1 expressed by TILs from B16 melanoma (135). Increased understanding and mechanistic characterization of downstream signaling events involved in distinct inhibitory pathways are necessary to identify the most beneficial pairing of target molecules.

Emerging clinical data also show that not all patients are responsive to treatment with antagonistic Abs that block CTLA-4 and PD-1 (137–139). The challenge is to develop strategies to eradicate immunogenic tumors that are resistant to current Ab-mediated blockade of immune checkpoints. A recent study showing that tumors resistant to anti–PD-1 treatment could be eradicated by combining anti–PD-1 Abs with vaccines containing tumor-specific peptides with high MHC-binding affinity is instructive (140). Improved clinical outcomes may also depend on vaccines comprising high-affinity mutant peptides derived from exome sequencing and peptide-affinity algorithms (141).

Promotion of T-cell infiltration into tumors by eliciting local inflammation represents another option that might be combined with immune checkpoint blockade. Intratumoral administration of an oncolytic virus (Newcastle disease virus) resulted in an increase of TILs into local and distant tumors and rendered them more vulnerable to systemic anti–CTLA-4 blockade, leading to tumor rejection (142). Delivery of IFNβ into EGFR-expressing tumor tissue via administration of anti-EGFR–IFNβ elevated antigen cross-presentation by DCs and increased tumor regression; combined therapy with anti–PD-L1 Abs further enhanced the long-term efficacy of anti-EGFR–IFNβ by overcoming treatment-acquired resistance (143).

**Checkpoint blockade and NK cells**

The general strategy of targeting inhibitory receptors to enhance effector T-cell responses can be applied to reactivate other effector cells that are equipped to eliminate tumors, e.g., NK cells. The response of NK effector cells is controlled by signals from activating (e.g., NKG2D) and inhibitory receptors that include the KIR family (Ly49 in mouse), leukocyte Ig-like receptor (LIR) family, and CD94/NKG2A. A therapeutic mAb specific for common inhibitory KIRs, iPH2101 (a human IgG4 mAb against KIR2DL1, -2, and -3), that blocks inhibitory KIR signaling NK-cell responses, is currently in clinical trials for activity against multiple myeloma (144, 145). Studies have shown that interruption of the inhibitory interaction between NKG2A and Qa-1 (HLA-E in human) with blocking Abs enhances NK activity in vivo (146, 147) provide a framework for targeting NKG2A to enhance NK responses to tumors. Intratumoral NK cells display an unusual functional phenotype, including defective degranulation and IFNγ production (148), and increased NKG2A expression (149). Possibly, increased expression of inhibitory receptors, including NKG2A, may contribute to the impaired functional phenotype of NK cells within tumor microenvironments (150). The finding that many tumors upregulate HLA-E also suggests that interruption of the HLA-E–NKG2A interaction may enhance antitumor responses of both NK cells and CD8+ tumor-infiltrating CTLs (146, 151). Assessment of the levels of MHC class Ia and Ib (HLA-E) expressed by individual tumors may prove a useful guide for the selection of immunotherapeutic approaches. Recruitment and activation of the NK arm of the innate immune system combined with enhanced adaptive immunity.
via checkpoint blockade may increase the proportion of patients that develop durable responses to immunotherapy. Progress will also depend on continued research into basic NK biology, including insight into NK receptors and their ligands that regulate antitumor activity of NK cells. For example, very recent studies that have clarified the contribution of the CD96 receptor to regulation of the NK-cell response may form the basis for strategies that target CD96 to enhance antitumor immunity (152).

**Final common pathways**

All of the above approaches depend on targeting known inhibitory receptors on effector cells or blocking inhibitory interactions between regulatory cells and effector cells. However, additional mechanisms that dampen intratumoral T-cell responses may be initiated by interactions with tumor cells, tumor-associated stromal cells that include fibroblasts, epithelial cells, macrophages, and regulatory T-cell subsets (153–155). Improving on the limited successes of cancer immunotherapy requires approaches that target intracellular inhibitory pathways that dampen the response of intratumoral effector T-cells.

Genes that inhibit expansion and activation of intratumoral CD8 T cells can be identified using an in vivo pooled shRNA screen in which shRNAs targeting inhibitory genes become enriched by releasing a block on expansion of intratumoral T-effector cells. After introduction of shRNAs into T cells, the subset of tagged shRNAs that restores intratumoral T-cell expansion can be used to further characterize individual candidate genes for functional activity. For example, targeting of one of these candidate genes, Ppp2r2d, resulted in reduction of T-cell apoptosis, enhancement of proliferation and effector cell and tumor biology before we will be able to fully and effectively harness the immune response to yield positive therapeutic outcomes.

**Summary**

Recent advances in our understanding of the mechanisms that regulate immune responses have led to the development of novel approaches to cancer immunotherapy. Current strategies that have made important inroads into the standard of care for patients with cancer are continuously being refined based on increased insight into antitumor immune responses. The validity of early concepts of cancer immunosurveillance has been confirmed and extended by current experimental approaches and technologies that allow increased insight into complex immunologic phenomena. These technological advances along with the development of high-throughput technologies and system-based approaches are continuing to provide a richer and more advanced understanding of the relationship between the immune system and cancer. Comprehensive gene expression profiling of the immune system (Immunological Genome Project) has led to more refined analyses of the genetic patterns associated with the development and function of immune-cell lineages (157, 158), whereas the recent development of the concept of “immune contexture” as a prognostic index in cancer represents an extension of this approach to clinical settings (159). These conceptual and experimental tools are rapidly increasing our ability to design more effective forms of immunotherapy aimed at a more precise modulation of tumor-associated T cells and other immune cells. Nonetheless, we have much to learn about T-cell and tumor biology before we will be able to fully and effectively harness the immune response to yield positive therapeutic outcomes.
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